A. Bodemann, N. Kaiser, M. Reichling, E. Welsch. Micrometer resolved inspection of defects and laser damage sites in UV high-reflecting coatings by photothermal displacement microscopy. Abstract: Characteristic features of defects in dielectric multilayer UV-mirrors are determined by photothermal displacement imaging. A large number of micron sized absorbing defects are detected, however, their size and absorption strength distribution strongly depends on thin film preparation conditions. It is found that all features well correlate with thin film damage thresholds at 248nm. An enhanced photothermal amplitude in a halo around ablation spots damaged by high fluence UV light indicates thin film delamination resulting from thermoelastic stress during laser irradiation.
INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of high-power laser systems, laser-damage thresholds are an important figure-of-merit for dielectric coatings used in optical systems guiding the laser light [I] . The design of advanced coating systems that are able to withstand laser intensities of the order of GW/cmZ is a challenging task for thin film manufacturers. Demands on coating quality are especially high at the boundaries of the spectral region accessible for lasers. Coatings for the infra-red [2] and ultra-violet [3] often suffer from residual absorptions at these extreme wavelengths resulting from defects produced during thin film deposition or developing during atmospheric exposure. Various methods have been proposed to determine damage thresholds for optical coatings. All techniques that have been used so far are based on systematically irradiating samples with various fluences below and above the damage threshold and recording a specific phenomenon connected with an irreversible change in coating properties; i.e. the coating is damaged during the process of testing. The long-term aim of measurements as presented in the present paper is the development of a predictive technique that allows the determination of the damage threshold without damaging the sample during the test procedure. The basic idea of such a non-destructive threshold determination is to correlate properties of defects that are crucial for the damage process and can be measured utilizing a non-invasive photothermal probe with the damage thresholds for a series of test samples. Thus an empirical relation between defect properties and damage threshold may be determined that can be used for a prediction of thresholds for unknown systems. The purpose of the present paper is a first step in this direction. Selected areas of high-reflecting (HR) multilayer coatings for 248nm excimer laser radiation are scanned with a photothermal microscope and resulting defect maps are systematically investigated by simple statistic procedures to classifjr the coating systems with respect to defect density, defect size and absorption strength distributions as well as background absorption. Data is collected for a variety of samples and correlated with damage thresholds independently determined by a conventional standard technique.
EXPERIMENTAL
Measurements were performed on HR coatings consisting of typ. 41 alternating layers of A120, and SiO, with an optical thickness of h14 on SQl quartz substrates. Thin films were deposited by electron beam evaporation and the systems were covered with a 112 protection layer of SiO, on top of the stack. To obtain samples of different quality various conditions have been changed during the deposition process or samples have been subject to a special post-production treatment. Damage thresholds have been determined with a standardized equipment described in detail elsewhere [4] . In this paper we report on results from three typical coatings furtheron labelled A,B, and C. Sample A represents a low quality system deposited under normal conditions without any additional treatment. The same growth conditions have been applied for sample B, however, the surface of this system was covered by an additional removable protective layer for the time between deposition and first use. Sample C was a high-quality specimen that had been grown from highest-purity materials under improved vacuum conditions. According to the varied deposition conditions different excimer laser damage thresholds were found. Damage measurements yielded threshold values of 0.61 J/cm2, 3.0 J/cm2, and 16 JIcm2, for samples A, B, and C, respectively. While sample A has to be regarded as waste, sample C with an extraordinarily high laser damage resistance represents a coating quality from the top of the spectrum obtainable with state-ofthe-art thin film deposition equipment. Microscopy measurements were performed with a photothermal apparatus operated in the displacement mode at llcHz modulation frequency. Images shown in this paper represent the variation of the amplitude of the photothermally induced in-plane-deflection of the probe beam for two-dimensional scans on the sample surface. The 4pm lateral resolution of the displacement images was limited by the 25pm focal diameters of pump and probe beam. A more detailed description of the photothermal microscope as well as an introduction to displacement microscopy on optical coatings can be found elsewhere [5,6]. Fig. 1 shows two-dimensional photothermal amplitude images over regions of 800 x 800 ym2 from samples A, B, and C, respectively. Distinct differences appear in the images for samples of different quality. The image for sample A reveals a strong background absorption signal over the entire scanned area and a large number of randomly distributed defects varying in size and absorption strength. Defect density appears to be similar for sample B, however, the background signal is much smaller compared to the absorption peak amplitudes. A completely different result is found for the high quality sample C. Background absorption is close to the detection limit in this case and only a small number of weakly absorbing defects can be identified. These defects exhibit different shapes and, therefore, seem to be of a different nature than those from the other samples. In a second set of experiments photothermal microscopy was used to detect interface phenomena resulting from high fluence excimer laser irradiation. To perform measurements independent of the optical properties of the films and to yield a high photothermal signal amplitude, samples were sputtered with a 50nm Pt overlayer after the damaging excimer laser irradiation. It was checked by reflectivity scans that the optical response of the sputtered samples was perfectly homogeneous except at spots of laser damage where scattering caused optical losses. A typical example for a photothermal image of a coating irradiated with analysis was applied to the absorption images of sample A and B. considerably. While defects are about equally distributed over the size classes for sample B, a distinct peak of defects between 10 and 30p m is found for the lowest quality sample A. Similar differences are found when comparing the apparent absorption contrast ratios of the two samples as displayed in the two lower charts of Consequently, even those defects in sample A with a very small absorption contrast have higher absolute absorption values than the high contrast defects in sample B. From the statistical analysis it can be concluded that the degradation of sample A is a result from both a strong homogeneously distributed background absorption as well as a certain class of strongly absorbing defects with a typical size of 20pm. that the signal enhancement is caused by a The smooth variation of signal amplitude over the delamination ofthe thin film resulting from sample is an experimental artefact resulting from a a thermoelastic shock wave launched by small missalignment of the sample. the damage process. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the halo area increases with laser fluence. It is not yet completely clear, however, whether the enhanced thermal interface resistance in the delaminated area is solely responsible for the increased photothermal signal or also the changed elastic properties of the delaminated film. The latter interpretation is supported, however, by the observation that there is only a negligibly small contrast in the phase of the photothermal signal indicating that thermal phenomena do not play a major role. More detailed investigations on that point including a comparison of displacement images with photothermal reflectance scans are presently in progress.
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